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QUESTION: 1
The ability to set client configurations when running the ClearCase Site Preparation Tool applies
only to Windows NT/2000/XP Clients.

A. True
B. False

Answer: A

QUESTION: 2
Which of the following site defaults can be set when using the ClearCase Site Preparation Tool?
(Select all that apply.)

A.
B.
C.
D.

License, Registry, and Credentials Server
VOB/View Storage sharename
Dynamic Views (MVFS) Drive Letter
ALBD user account information

Answer: A, C, D

QUESTION: 3
You must run the cleartool protectvob command when the VOB is unmounted on all hosts.

A. True
B. False

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
Which of the following are options for the view_scrubber? (Select all that apply.)

A. Remove a shared derived object data container from a view.
B. Report on any derived object data containers that can be removed from a view.
C. Promote an unshared derived object to the VOBs derived object pool.
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D. Remove any shared derived objects with a zero reference count.

Answer: A, B, C

QUESTION: 5
The created.by line in the General tab of the Properties of VOB window always indicates the
VOBs primary group.

A. True
B. False

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
What causes a VOB snapshot to be marked as questionable?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Not being able to lock VOB during the snapshot phase.
Not running snapshot as Windows Administrator.
Not configuring VOB with vob_snapshot_setup.
Using Windows copy command to copy the VOB's db directory.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
VOB_A has a branch type named rel2_bugfix. VOB_B also has a branch type named rel2_bugfix
What change occurs in the branch type when relocating a section of VOB_A to VOB_B?

A. The branch type from VOB_A is renamed to rel2_bugfix.1.
B. An error message occurs during relocate, indicating the name collision and relocate aborts.
C. The relocate recognizes the branch types as the same, and does nothing.
D. An error message occurs, and the system prompts the user to rename the branch type to
proceed.

Answer: A
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QUESTION: 8
What scrubber utilities are available in ClearCase? (Select all that apply.)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

source_scrubber
vob_scrubber
db_scrubber
cltxt_scrubber
scrubber
view_scrubber

Answer: B, E, F

QUESTION: 9
Who may remove a versioned element? (Select all that apply.)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Member of VOB owner's primary group
CearCase group member
Windows Administrator
VOB owner
Element owner
Element group member

Answer: B, D, E

QUESTION: 10
The cleartool relocate command is only available for version 3.x and higher VOBs.

A. True
B. False

Answer: A

QUESTION: 11
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